
GETTING STUDENTS more involved in 
classroom presentations and assessing 
their interest is always part of an educator’s 
goal. Student Response Systems (SRS), 
also called audience response systems 
or more commonly “clickers,” have been 
around in university lecture halls in one 
form or another for more than two decades. 
These systems provide real-time feedback 
for teachers. They help them understand 
what students are thinking and how well 
they’re comprehending the material.

Derek Bruff, director of the Vanderbilt 
Center for Technology and a senior lecturer 
in the Vanderbilt University Department of 
Mathematics, has written extensively about 
teaching with clickers in his book “Teaching 
with Classroom Response Systems: 
Creating Active Learning Environments.”

According to Bruff, teachers can use 
student response systems in a variety of 
ways to transform classroom dynamics. “It 
has great potential,” he says, “for engaging 
students during class and providing 
information about their learning that can be 
used to teach more effectively.”

As a result of his extensive research  
and practice with student response 
systems, Bruff has identified several ways 
student response systems can transform 
student dynamics.
1. Maintain students’ attention during 

a lecture: According to Bruff, studies 
show most people’s attention lapses 
after 10 to 18 minutes. “By periodically 
injecting a question into a lecture, 
instructors can turn passive listening 
into an interactive exchange.”

2. Promote active student engagement 
during a lecture: For most educa-
tors, student engagement (particularly 
in a large lecture hall) is always a 
challenge. Using a student response 

system, Bruff says, gives students the 
opportunity to think about and assimi-
late content during class.

3. Provide opportunities for in-class 
discussion and collaboration: Many 
educators use SRS technology for 
group exercises that require students 
to discuss a question or problem and 
come to a consensus.

4. Encourage participation from 
each and every student in a class: 
Numerous studies have shown student 
response systems are instrumental 
in involving all students. “Asking a 
question verbally and calling on the 
first student to raise his or her hand,” 
says Bruff, “results in one student 
participating.”

5. Create a safe space for shy and 
unsure students to participate in 
class: A student response system 
provides anonymity for students who 
tend to be shy or unsure of their 

answers to instructor-posed questions. 
An SRS helps shy students participate 
more confidently without fear of failure.  

6. Check for student understanding 
and adapt instruction as instant 
feedback suggests: An SRS-
facilitated question with immediate 
feedback helps instructors realize how 
well students understand important 
points in the lecture. “If a histogram  
of student answers shows a significant 
number of students chose wrong 
answers to a question,” says Bruff, 
“then the teacher can revisit or  
clarify the points he or she just made 
in class.”

Finally, Bruff says student response 
systems can “add a little drama to class.” 
They help generate a sense of expectation 
as students wait for the histogram reveal 
how students have responded to a given 
question. What’s more, students and 
teachers both agree, “they’re fun.”

TRANSFORM CLASSROOM DYNAMICS WITH “CLICKERS”
Clickers can help increase student engagement and participation.
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MANY INSTRUCTORS throughout higher 
ed are turning to new student response 
technology devices as a way to generate 
greater interaction and engagement with 
large numbers of students. Though student 
response systems have been around in one 
form or another for decades, the technology 
and their uses are constantly evolving.

Student response systems, “have enormous 
potential for transforming lectures from dry 
recitals into rich jam sessions of deeply resonant 
learning. Learners not only enjoy using them, but 
they feel the systems improve their learning and 
engage their attention better than typical class-
room interactions,” says Will Thalheimer, Ph.D., 
a research psychologist specializing in learning, 
cognition, memory and performance.

This primer presents a brief look at the 
“what, where, when and how” of today’s 
student response systems.

The WHAT of SRS
Student response systems (SRS) are designed 
to poll students in a face-to-face setting and 
gather immediate feedback in response to 
questions posed by instructors. They help 
instructors assess student understanding during 
lectures, and correct misunderstandings when 
large proportions of students answered incor-
rectly. Student response systems help promote 
engagement and interaction—two widely 
recognized learning principles—and create a 
collaborative learning environment where active 
learning takes place.

Student response systems help achieve 
numerous objectives at the University of Iowa, 
according to University of Iowa Information 
Technology Services (ITS). They can:

•	 conduct polls in the classroom for the 
instructor to see how students respond to 
a question or concept
•	 deliver in-class quizzes for feedback or 
students understanding the concepts being 
presented
•	 obtain student feedback about the lec-
ture being presented

•	 help facilitate class discussions by 
allowing the instructor to see how students 
are feeling about a particular topic
•	 gather student demographic data

The WHY of SRS
More than two decades of research has shown 
student response systems have a dramatic, 
positive effect on everything from increased 
participation (particularly among shy students 
who are less inclined to raise their hand) and 
enhanced learning to greater attendance.

In one study, for example, 70 percent of 
students agreed they were more likely to 
participate in class because of the anonymity 
of clicker technology. Another study showed 
91 percent of students said they experienced 
deeper learning as a result of the discussions 
that followed clicker questions.

The Cornell University Center for Teach-
ing Excellence has identified six benefits of 
student response systems. This supports 
the “why” of SRS. “In conjunction with good 
question design, say the Cornell Center, 
“classroom response systems can:

•	 Increase student engagement and 
classroom interaction
•	 Facilitate peer learning and class 
discussion
•	 Assess student learning efficiently on an 
ongoing basis
•	 Gauge student opinions in a confidential 
manner on sensitive topics
•	 Identify students’ background information 
and prior knowledge on a subject
•	 Help students recognize gaps in their 
own learning
Many educators have also found one of the 

most positive aspects of SRS is they provide 
immediate feedback. This is a significant help 
for instructors to assess student understanding 
of the material being presented and adjust their 
instruction accordingly. 

The WHERE of SRS
Student response systems are used across 

all disciplines in higher ed from the humanities 
to the sciences to business education. In 
short, SRS systems are appropriate for use 
everywhere.

At Auburn University in Auburn, AL, for 
example, professor Joyce de Vries in the Depart-
ment of Art turned to a student response system 
as a way to increase student participation and 
discussion in her lecture classes. “Not only did 
students attend more classes,” she says, “but 
they also paid more attention once there.” 

In an astronomy class at the University 
of California in Santa Barbara, Physics 
Professor Roger Freeman wanted an 
interactive tool to increase conceptual 
understanding of textbook material and 
lecture content. With a student response 
system, he says, “a large impersonal lecture 
hall becomes an intimate discussion section, 
where the students learn from each other.”

And at Michigan State University, economics 
professor Carl Liedholm turned to student 
response systems as a way to increase 
student engagement and provide students 
with immediate feedback on course material 
comprehension. “In the past, when I posed 
questions directly to individual students, many 
would freeze and panic. With student response 
systems, students are now engaged with a 
‘relaxed alertness’ because they can answer 
question anonymously.”

The HOW of SRS
In a typical Student Response System, instruc-
tors ask questions via a PowerPoint presenta-
tion. Students respond with their clickers, or 
more recently, any mobile device including smart 
phones or tablets. The instructor then displays 
the results in a variety of formats (histograms, 
pie charts, and so on) so students have immedi-
ate visual feedback about all responses.

In the past, interaction and engagement 
with large numbers of students has often 
been limited. Today, student response sys-
tems eliminate that problem. They invite all 
students into an active learning environment. 

THE WHAT, WHY, WHERE AND HOW
A Primer on Maintaining Student Engagement and Interaction
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MOBILE DEVICES KEEP STUDENTS ENGAGED
Interviewee: Jim McNamee, head of marketing | Topic: Mobile Campus Solution for Higher Ed

NEARLY 20 YEARS AGO, four University of 
Illinois physicists developed a new wireless 
radio frequency system designed to facilitate 
student engagement and peer learning. They 
called their new student response system 
i>clicker. Today, i>clicker is one of the most 
popular student response systems available. 
Campus Technology recently sat down with Jim 
McNamee, head of marketing at i>clicker, to 
learn more about REEF Polling, the company’s 
newest mobile-optimized engagement system, 
and how i>clicker is a game changer in the 
industry.

CT: What exactly is REEF Polling?
McNamee: REEF Polling is the first of 

three new products in the REEF Education 
mobile platform, developed by the i>clicker 
team to help improve student engagement. 
It supersedes and enhances the previous 
mobile solution, i>clicker GO.

CT: What are some of the key features of 
REEF Polling?

McNamee: Besides being a flexible 
mobile polling solution, REEF Polling lets the 
instructor literally present with anything, not 
just traditional PowerPoint slides. You can pull 
up a video, Google Earth, or any application. 

With REEF Polling, instructors can create 
questions as they go and send those ques-
tions (as well as screenshots) to student 
devices. Each student’s answers are saved 
individually alongside a screenshot and the 
question asked.

A big advantage of REEF Polling is it’s 
a hybrid solution, unlike other digital poll-
ing solutions on the market. Students can 
respond to questions with any device of their 
choosing—a smartphone, laptop, or tablet—or 
even our traditional clickers.

Finally, students can view a list of past ses-
sions, select the session they want to review, 
and review the questions and answer history 
of that session. It’s a great study guide for 
students. And it requires no extra work by the 
instructor.

CT: What are the other products in the 

REEF Education mobile platform?
McNamee: Currently, there are two. REEF 

Quizzing is also a product for instructors and 
students. It’s a fast and easy way to set up 
and administer a quiz, a test or a self-paced 
activity. Students complete quizzes using 
their laptops or mobile devices and receive 
instant results and custom instructor feed-
back. Grading is also simple for the instructor. 
This product is currently in beta for the spring 
semester and interested instructors are en-
couraged to sign up.

REEF Analytics is our analytics dashboard 
for campus administrators. It gives insight into 
mobile technology usage. Administrators can 
see data points like the number of instructors 
using the technology, the number of courses (or 
sessions) it’s being used in, the number of ques-
tions being asked, and how many students are 
using the traditional i>clicker remotes, among 
other things. In other words, administrators can 
get a total picture of usage data that can help 
inform purchasing decisions in the future or help 
improve teaching and learning strategies with 
the technology offered in the mobile platform.

CT: What are some of the challenges in 
implementing a mobile solution on campuses 
today?

McNamee: It’s true mobile devices are 
almost ubiquitous among today’s students. Yet 
there are many institutions where their wi-fi 
infrastructure is not robust enough to handle the 
myriad devices students bring to campus. That’s 
why this hybrid solution was important to us.

The biggest challenge, however, is some 
instructors still ban smartphones in the class-
room. They’re concerned if students are al-
lowed to have their smart phone in the class-
room, they won’t pay attention or will venture 
off into Facebook or texting each other. In 
those cases, they can still use our clickers 
rather than the student mobile devices.

CT: What else is new at i>clicker?
McNamee: I>clicker and the REEF mobile 

platform serves the category of student engage-
ment. But i>clicker is also part of an enter-

prise solution group with its sister company, 
SkyFactor. SkyFactor offers a product called 
Mapworks. This technology solution tackles the 
difficult challenges in the category of student 
success and retention. We’re actively looking 
to integrate current mobile tools from the REEF 
platform into Mapworks, but also develop more 
mobile tools beyond our existing offerings. With 
i>clicker and SkyFactor in the same company 
together, we have a footprint on campus that 
spans both administrative services and student 
engagement. 

CT: Why is i>clicker a game changer in the 
industry?

McNamee: i>clicker itself is the market 
leader for student response systems. But that 
pertains to hardware. We’re currently transition-
ing from a hardware company to a software 
company with the REEF mobile platform.  I feel 
like we’re a game changer because the team 
here understands the higher education market, 
leans on that knowledge from being a market 
leader, and all product innovations are inspired 
by client feedback and tested in classroom 
scenarios . With our hybrid solution, we do truly 
serve all institutions and every classroom. So 
that’s a big differentiator for us. In tandem with 
that, there’ll be more products that can serve 
student engagement by itself that include a 
self-paced quizzing solution and an analytics so-
lution for administrators so they can identify how 
our technologies are being used by instructors 
across campus. So that mobile platform is just 
going to get bigger and greater as time goes by.

CT: Any other final thoughts about REEF 
Education that readers should know?

McNamee: We have great point solutions 
and are quickly building a comprehensive offer-
ing for campuses that spans beyond student 
engagement alone, supporting student success 
across their entire lifecycle . In terms of using 
mobile for student engagement the company’s 
hybrid strategy—allowing both mobile de-
vices and clickers to be used at once—means 
i>clicker can help bridge the transition of tech-
nology adopted and supported at any institution.


